1.. Introduction {#s1}
================

Prospective memory (PM) refers to an individual\'s ability to remember intentions or to plan or perform an action at some point in the future. PM is pervasive in everyday life, for example, remembering to buy daily necessities or take medication at the appropriate time. It is divided broadly into two types, event-related PM and time-based PM. In event-related PM, the action (e.g. posting a letter) is cued when the target event occurs (e.g. seeing the mailbox). Individuals attempt to remember the appropriate action that is associated with the target event. Time-based PM involves remembering to perform an action at a certain time (e.g. taking medication at 15.00 h). In general, opportunities to perform intended tasks occur in the midst of other ongoing activities. Thus, completion of tasks stored in PM often requires multitasking. Several previous studies have used a dual PM task paradigm, in which the PM task was embedded in an ongoing task, to tackle issues related to the mechanisms of PM. This has enabled the execution of delayed intended activities to be evaluated in laboratory-based settings \[[@RSTB20160005C1]\]. In the event-related PM task, participants are instructed to perform a prospective action only when the specified event occurs or the PM target is presented (e.g. press the 'F1' key when you see animal names) \[[@RSTB20160005C2]\].

Previous studies on PM have described a variety of approaches, including cognitive behavioural, developmental, gerontological, neuropsychological, neuroimaging and psychophysiological analyses. Among these, conventional behavioural studies have led to the development of experimental methods and theories \[[@RSTB20160005C3]\]. In particular, during the last decade, novel theories and models have been proposed to better understand the PM retrieval process. Debate is ongoing with respect to two plausible explanations: the preparatory attentional and memory processes theory \[[@RSTB20160005C4]--[@RSTB20160005C8]\] and the multiprocess theory \[[@RSTB20160005C9]\]. These theories differ with respect to the automatic cognitive components involved in PM retrieval (see the Discussion section). The neural substrates of PM have been explored using neuropsychological and neuroimaging techniques. These studies suggest that the dorsolateral prefrontal area (Brodmann area 9/46), the anterior prefrontal area (Brodmann area 10) and several components of the medial temporal area contribute to PM retrieval \[[@RSTB20160005C10]--[@RSTB20160005C15]\]. In addition, research using event-related brain potentials (ERPs) has investigated the temporal dynamics of the mental processes underpinning PM \[[@RSTB20160005C16]--[@RSTB20160005C19]\].

From the psychophysiological perspective, a considerable number of studies have outlined the effects of autonomic activities on various cognitive functions, including attention or target detection, which share the PM component \[[@RSTB20160005C20]--[@RSTB20160005C23]\]. Previous studies indicate that psychological stress enhances memory retrieval \[[@RSTB20160005C24],[@RSTB20160005C25]\], and that psychologically significant stimuli elicit an increase in heart rate \[[@RSTB20160005C22],[@RSTB20160005C26]\]. According to the implications of the Zeigarnik effect, individuals tend to experience psychological stress when sustaining a delayed intention \[[@RSTB20160005C25]\]. If a person is unsuccessful in accomplishing the goal, the target thought can become more compelling \[[@RSTB20160005C27]\]. More frequent self-monitoring triggered by the excessive thought and newly formed intention to suppress the thought can both exacerbate stress, which elevates sympathetic nerve activity. Although only a few studies have focused on the relationship between autonomic nervous activities and PM retrieval, it has garnered increasing attention during the last decade. Studies using skin conductance responses (SCR) as a measure of sympathetic nervous activity reported that detecting the PM target elicited responses \[[@RSTB20160005C28],[@RSTB20160005C29]\]. Since the somatic marker hypothesis was proposed, many studies have reported a strong correlation between emotional reactions and autonomic nervous activity \[[@RSTB20160005C30],[@RSTB20160005C31]\]. Similar to emotional reactions, it is reasonable to speculate that the initiation of memory retrieval required for successful PM performance is triggered by afferent signals based on the saliency detection by the presented stimulus. Some previous behavioural studies on metamemory suggested that the rapid preliminary feeling-of-knowing judgement precedes initiation of the actual memory retrieval process \[[@RSTB20160005C32],[@RSTB20160005C33]\]. Although it remains unclear what elicits the feeling of familiarity, it is possible that autonomic body signals contribute to rapid and implicit PM retrieval, which is mediated by interoceptive accuracy.

Previous studies with the perspective of individual differences have investigated the relationship between PM performance and personality \[[@RSTB20160005C34]--[@RSTB20160005C37]\]. A positive correlation was found between PM performance and conscientiousness, perfectionism and neuroticism \[[@RSTB20160005C35]\]. In terms of the dimensions of mood disorders, state anxiety was negatively correlated with the PM component (remembering to remember) in PM \[[@RSTB20160005C38]\]. However, the factors that influence these correlations remain unresolved. It may be the case that some autonomic body responses have interactive roles. To address this question, the effects of autonomic bodily responses on PM performance have been evaluated by focusing on interoceptive accuracy, the ability to perceive afferent information that arises within the body \[[@RSTB20160005C39]--[@RSTB20160005C41]\]. Some studies indicate that interoceptive accuracy, as measured by performance on a heartbeat detection task (HDT), reflects individual emotional sensitivity and personality \[[@RSTB20160005C42],[@RSTB20160005C43]\]. Individuals with high sensitivity to their own heartbeat tended to exhibit higher scores regarding anxiety and arousal levels in response to emotional stimuli \[[@RSTB20160005C44]\], and to experience more salient emotions than those with low sensitivity \[[@RSTB20160005C45],[@RSTB20160005C46]\]. Based on these findings, it was hypothesized that interoceptive accuracy is strongly correlated with PM performance.

In this study, cardiac reactivity was monitored as a measure of autonomic nervous activity, and the relationship between the change in heart rate and retrieval performance was evaluated in the event-based PM task. The main focus was to test the hypothesis that PM performance is influenced by cardiac activity and mediated by an individual\'s interoceptive accuracy. Based on the predictions that cardiac afferent signals would enhance PM retrieval and increase the probability of successful PM performance, it was expected that individuals with higher PM performance would have a greater increase in heart rate in response to PM target presentations. To provide a perspective on individual differences, we also tested the hypothesis that increased cardiac activity on PM retrieval is related to interoceptive accuracy. In a previous study, higher interoceptive accuracy was associated with greater emotional sensitivity when viewing emotional facial micro-expressions \[[@RSTB20160005C43]\]. This may generally imply that detecting subtle differences in presented stimuli depends on interoceptive accuracy according to an individual\'s bodily state. Therefore, individual interoceptive accuracy may influence the possibility of successful PM performance, which was tested by target detection in a modified event-based PM task.

2.. Material and methods {#s2}
========================

(a). Participants {#s2a}
-----------------

Thirty-eight undergraduate students (30 females/8 males, aged 18--23 years, mean 19.9 years) participated in the study. Participants were assigned to the 'known' condition (*n* = 19) or the 'unknown' condition (*n* = 19) as described below. Two participants were excluded from psychophysiological data analysis due to incomplete cardiac data. None of the participants had a history of neurological, psychiatric or visual symptoms.

(b). Design and procedure {#s2b}
-------------------------

### (i). Main experiment {#s2b1}

The main experiment included two concurrent tasks: an ongoing background task and a PM task ([figure 1](#RSTB20160005F1){ref-type="fig"}). The ongoing task was the 2-back working memory task, in which participants were required to press key '1' on the keyboard immediately in response to the letter that was identical to the letter seen two trials previously, and to press key '2' when the criterion for pressing key '1' was not met. In a trial, each letter was displayed for 500 ms followed by a fixation cross for 2500 ms. This task used 10 consonant lower case letters (b, c, d, f, g, h, k, m, n, p) that were displayed in black over the white background on the screen, viewed from a distance of approximately 50 cm, and subtended at a visual angle of 1.53° in width and 0.48° in height. Before starting the task, all participants conducted 18 practice trials to ensure that they understood the instructions. Figure 1.Task design. The main experiment included two concurrent tasks: an ongoing background task and a PM task. The ongoing task was the 2-back working memory task, in which participants were required to press key '1' on the keyboard immediately in response to the letter that was identical to the letter seen two trials previously, and to press key '2' when the criterion for pressing key '1' was not met. This task used 10 consonant lower case letters (b, c, d, f, g, h, k, m, n, p). The PM task was the modified event-based PM task, in which participants were instructed to press key '3' instead of pressing key '1' or '2' when they observed any of the five vowel letters 'a, e, i, o, u' (PM targets) during the ongoing working memory task. The first session was designed to examine the effect of knowledge about PM targets on cardiac reactivity, and the second session was designed to assess the behavioural and cardiac reactivity induced by presentation of PM targets.

The PM task was the modified event-based PM task, in which participants were instructed to press key '3' instead of pressing key '1' or '2' when they observed any of the five vowel letters 'a, e, i, o, u' (PM targets) during the ongoing working memory task. However, these instructions for the PM task were not given to all participants at the same time, and the timing of instructions was dependent on the condition. Throughout the main experiment, trials of the occurrence of the PM target (pressing '3' was correct) was 10%, trials with identical working memory (pressing '1' was correct) was 30% and trials with non-identical working memory trials (pressing '2' was correct) was 60% \[[@RSTB20160005C47]\]. SuperLab 4.5 (Cedrus Corporation, USA: <http://www.superlab.com/>) was used to control stimulus presentations and response recordings. To obtain the responses, participants were asked to press keys 'J','K' and 'L' on a keyboard to which stickers had been attached indicating '1', '2' and '3', respectively.

The main experiment consisted of a total of 120 trials in two sessions. The first session was designed to examine the effect of knowledge about PM targets on cardiac reactivity. In the session (16 trials), participants were first asked to complete trials in the 'No PM task phase'. Participants who were assigned to the 'known' condition were instructed to press 'a certain key' on the keyboard when they saw any of the vowel letters 'a, e, i, o, u' during the forthcoming second session (phase K1). They were also told that the certain key would be informed as key '3' after performing some trials. By contrast, participants assigned to the 'unknown' condition were instructed to press a 'certain key' when they observed 'certain letters' during the forthcoming second session (phase U1). Therefore, when participants in the 'known' condition observed the PM targets, they would experience familiarity because they did not know the corresponding action to be performed. When the participants in the 'unknown' condition observed the PM targets, they were unfamiliar because they did not know the PM target or the corresponding action.

The second session was designed to assess the behavioural and cardiac reactivity induced by presentation of PM targets. It was started after the first session with the following instructions. Participants in the 'known' condition were requested to press key '3' when they observed the PM targets (phase K2), whereas participants in the 'unknown' condition were instructed to press key '3' when they observed any of the letters 'a, i, u, e, o' (phase U2) during an ongoing 2-back working memory task. They were also instructed that these were one-conditional phases (phase K2 or U2) and the other conditional phase would be prepared in which they were asked not to press key '3' when any PM target was observed (phase K3 in the known condition and U3 in the unknown condition). The PM active phase (phase K2 or U2) and the PM inactive phase (phase K3 or U3) were switched with brief instructions for the participants about the session change, without any detailed instructions including the PM targets and the corresponding actions. Overall, phases K2 and U2, and phases K3 and U3 were treated as equivalent. Taking into account the possibility of adaptation or strategic responses to the task, we randomized the number of trials in each phase ranging from 8 to 16. The second session consisted of 104 trials. Participants were allowed to take a short break (about 1 min) after completing nearly half of all trials. To evaluate behavioural PM performance, we calculated the correct response ratio of the PM targets to the actual appearance of PM targets in the PM active phase (phase K2 and U2). Also, to evaluate working memory performance, we calculated the correct response ratio of the 2-back task in each phase in each condition. The design of the second session was more complex to minimize the possibility of behavioural habituation to the task and attenuation of cardiac responses.

### (ii). Physiological recording {#s2b2}

To measure cardiac reactivity, a pulse oximeter was attached to the left middle finger of each participant using the MP150 photoplethysmography system (PPG100C, BIOPAC Systems, USA: <http://www.biopac.com/>). Data acquisition and analyses were performed with AcqKnowledge 4.1 software (BIOPAC Systems, USA) on a Microsoft Windows PC. The spectral density of pulse data were sampled at 50 Hz. The inter-beat interval (IBI) was used to assess cardiac reactivity, according to the peak detection function implemented in the software. Events were excluded that deviated ±2 s.d. from the baseline cardiac beats in each participant, which was recorded for 3 min in a resting state before the experiment.

### (iii). Assessment of interoceptive accuracy {#s2b3}

To assess the interoceptive accuracy of participants, the HDT was used, which was originally developed by Schandry \[[@RSTB20160005C44]\] and Ehlers & Breuer \[[@RSTB20160005C48]\], and has been used in many studies \[[@RSTB20160005C43],[@RSTB20160005C49]--[@RSTB20160005C52]\]. Heartbeat was measured by pulse oximeter for specific periods of time (2 × 25 s, 2 × 35 s and 2 × 45 s). During the HDT, participants were asked to count the number of times they felt their own heartbeat during the measurement period, as well as during the main experiment period. They were instructed not to predict their heart rate. The pulse oximeter probe was gently placed on their fingertips to prevent participants from feeling the pressure of their pulse. They were instructed not to touch any part of their body during the task. Each trial began 3 s after the experimenter said 'ready.' HDT error rates were calculated based on the discrepancy between the number of reported and actual heartbeats during the measurement period. The formula used to calculate the HDT was based on that used by Ehlers & Breuer \[[@RSTB20160005C48]\]: (∣actual heartbeats − reported heartbeats∣/actual heartbeats) × 100. Six HDT error rates were obtained for each participant, and the values were averaged to obtain the individual HDT error rate. Participants were then asked to report their normal heart rate (bpm) during daily life. If unable to report heartbeat, they were asked to make an estimate. The error rate of each reported heart rate was calculated using the above formula.

While participants were instructed not to predict their heart rate in the HDT, it is possible that they estimated the passage of time, thus affecting the HDT data and contaminating the measure of interoception. If this were the case, the HDT error rates should correlate with time estimation accuracy. However, Dunn *et al*. overcame this issue by demonstrating that HDT error rates do not correlate with time estimation accuracy \[[@RSTB20160005C53]\]. We addressed this possibility by instructing participants to complete a time estimation task. In the task, they had to count the number of seconds during a specific period, and then the reported length was compared with the actual duration. We conducted six trials (2 × 23 s, 2 × 40 s and 2 × 56 s) and time estimation error rates were calculated in a manner similar to that of the HDT error rate. Each trial began 3 s after the experimenter said 'ready,' and participants reported their estimated duration immediately after each trial. Although data from the time estimation task were incomplete because of technical problems, most of the subjects in this study were enrolled in our previous study. These data confirmed that the HDT error rate did not correlate with time estimation accuracy (*r*~28~ = 0.35, n.s.) \[[@RSTB20160005C43]\].

3.. Results {#s3}
===========

(a). Cardiac reactivity in the first session {#s3a}
--------------------------------------------

To examine the effect of knowledge about PM targets on cardiac reactivity, we first calculated the event-related transition of the IBI from PM target presentations in the known (phase K1) and unknown conditions (phase U1). The beat-by-beat pattern of heart rate changes induced by stimulus presentation was carefully scrutinized, and then two heartbeats were selected as the most appropriate window for cardiac reflections to avoid contamination from the habituated responses during the session. The first IBI was selected to include initiation of the first PM target presentation (IBI-1), and the second IBI (IBI-2) was next to IBI-1. For each participant, the baseline IBI, which was prior to initiation of stimulus presentation, was calculated as zero (IBI-0), and determined as the relative average IBI value for two beats (IBI-1 and IBI-2). Thus, negative values correspond to an increase in heart rate. Using the values, one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) was conducted for the known (phase K1) and unknown conditions (phase U1), which revealed a significant main effect of the condition (*F*~1,38~ = 4.39, *p* \< 0.05; [figure 2](#RSTB20160005F2){ref-type="fig"}), demonstrating an increase in heart rate in the known condition. This result indicated that higher cardiac reactivity was elicited by PM target presentations when the participants did not know the corresponding action to the PM targets. The data showed the effect of PM target detection on cardiac reactivity, acting as supporting data for the interpretation of the second session. Figure 2.The event-related transition of the IBI from PM target presentations in the known (phase K1) and unknown condition (phase U1) in the first session, demonstrating an increase in heart rate in the known condition. This result indicated that higher cardiac reactivity was elicited by PM target presentations when the participants did not know the corresponding action to the PM targets.

(b). Prospective memory and working memory performance in the second session {#s3b}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Behavioural performances on the PM task and the ongoing 2-back working memory task in the second session are shown in [table 1](#RSTB20160005TB1){ref-type="table"}. For PM measures, an omission error was defined as incorrectly pressing key '1' or '2' in response to the PM target, and a commission error was defined as incorrectly pressing key '3' in response to the non-PM target. PM performance was tested by one-way ANOVA for the difference in correct response ratios in the PM task between the known (phase K2) and the unknown condition (phase U2). No significant main effect was found between the two conditions (*F*~1,36~ = 1.04, n.s.). To examine the differences in 2-back task performance in three phases for two conditions, two-way ANOVA was conducted with the phase (K1, K2, K3/U1, U2, U3) and the condition (known/unknown) as variables. No significant main effect was detected for the condition (*F*~1,36~ = 0.00, n.s.), but a significant main effect was found for the phase (*F*~2,72~ = 22.11, *p* \< 0.001). No significant interaction was found between the two variables. Subsequent analysis revealed significant interactions in working memory performance between the no PM phase (K1, U1) and the PM active phase (K2, U2; *t*~72~ = 6.12, *p* \< 0.001), and the PM active phase (K2, U2) and the PM inactive phase (K3, U3; *t*~72~ = 5.32, *p* \< 0.001). These results indicated that working memory performance was reduced due to the concurrent PM task load. No significant difference was detected in PM performance and working memory performance between the known and unknown conditions. Thus, data for the two conditions were pooled in the following analyses. Table 1.Behavioural performances on the PM task and the ongoing 2-back working memory task in the second session. Numbers in parentheses represent standard deviations (s.d.); PM, prospective memory.phasecorrect response ratioerror typePM task2-back taskomissioncommissionknown condition no PM (K1)―0.93 (0.06)―― PM active (K2)0.76 (0.20)0.87 (0.07)0.24 (0.20)0.01 (0.03) PM inactive (K3)―0.94 (0.05)―0.01 (0.01)unknown condition no PM (U1)―0.94 (0.06)―― PM active (U2)0.82 (0.17)0.87 (0.06)0.18 (0.17)0.01 (0.01) PM inactive (U3)―0.92 (0.08)―0.00 (0.01)

(c). Prospective memory, cardiac activities and interoceptive accuracy in the second session {#s3c}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To examine the cardiac effects on PM performance, the mean IBI difference for two heartbeats from the baseline was calculated (as indicated above), and correlation analysis was conducted between the IBI values and their correct response ratios in the PM task ([figure 3](#RSTB20160005F3){ref-type="fig"}). A significant correlation was found between the two variables (*r*~34~ = −0.42, *p* ≤ 0.01), indicating that individuals with higher PM performance had a greater increase in heart rate at PM target presentation. By contrast, no significant correlation was detected between the IBI values and 2-back working memory task performance (*r*~34~ = −0.10, n.s.). Figure 3.Correlation between the IBI values and the correct response ratios in the PM task. A significant correlation was found between the two variables, indicating that individuals with higher PM performance had a greater increase in heart rate after PM target presentation.

To verify the relationship between interoceptive accuracy (mean score = 0.67, s.d. = 0.22) and PM task performance, we conducted correlation analysis between interoceptive score, which was defined as one minus HDT error rate, and PM task performance ([figure 4](#RSTB20160005F4){ref-type="fig"}). A significant correlation was found between the two variables (*r*~34~ = 0.35, *p* \< 0.05), indicating that individuals with higher interoceptive perceiver results showed better PM task performance. Contrary to the PM result, there was no significant correlation between interoceptive score and 2-back working memory task performance. Figure 4.Correlation between interoceptive scores and the correct response ratios in the PM task. A significant correlation was found between the two variables, indicating that individuals with higher interoceptive perceiver results showed better PM task performance.

4.. Discussion {#s4}
==============

In this study, we examined the relationship between cardiac activity and retrieval of a delayed intention in the event-based PM task. The main focus was to test the hypotheses that PM performance is mediated by cardiac activity and by individual interoceptive accuracy. Results of the second session supported both hypotheses. In terms of the first hypothesis, psychophysiological data showed that individuals with higher PM performance had a greater increase in heart rate on PM target presentation. This suggests that cardiac afferent signals may enhance PM retrieval and boost the probability of successful PM performance. Subsequently, the relationship between interoceptive accuracy and the cardiac enhancement effect on PM retrieval was investigated. Our previous study reported that more accurate interoceptive accuracy elicited more sensitive responses to the emotions of others when viewing emotional facial expressions \[[@RSTB20160005C43]\]. This suggests that detecting subtle differences in presented stimuli depends on the interoceptive accuracy of an individual\'s bodily state. The PM targets in this study were not frequently displayed, and the subjective saliency of the PM targets may depend on interoceptive accuracy. Individuals with higher interoceptive accuracy, as measured by the HDT, showed better PM task performance. This may be evidence that the cardiac enhancement effect of PM performance is mediated by individual levels of interoceptive accuracy. Some previous studies on PM have proposed that 'cue sensitivity' is an influential factor in PM performance \[[@RSTB20160005C54]\]. It is reasonable to suspect that cue sensitivity is highly associated with actual autonomic reactivity and interoceptive accuracy induced by the presented target cues.

Another key finding was that the correlation across interoceptive accuracy was only found for PM task performance, not for 2-back working memory performance. This implies that individual autonomic sympathetic activity and interoceptive accuracy have limited effects on memory performance. From the perspective of the underlying neural substrates, the concurrent 2-back task involves some processes that require working memory and cognitive control, which are realized by the executive function network, including the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC) and the anterior cingulate cortex (ACC). Although these components share the cognitive processes required for PM, cue sensitivity is likely to be the exclusive factor for successful PM retrieval, which may be implemented in the anterior prefrontal cortex \[[@RSTB20160005C14],[@RSTB20160005C55]\]. Differences in neural substrates may affect the correlation between cardiac reactivity and interoceptive accuracy.

In the first session, the effect of knowledge about PM targets on cardiac reactivity was evaluated. Our findings demonstrated that higher cardiac reactivity was elicited by PM target presentation in the known condition than the unknown condition. This result indicated that the accelerated cardiac activity was elicited by PM target presentation, even if participants did not have any knowledge about the corresponding action associated with the PM targets. Some traditional studies indicate that psychological stress enhances memory retrieval \[[@RSTB20160005C24],[@RSTB20160005C25]\], and also that psychologically significant stimuli elicit an increase in heart rate \[[@RSTB20160005C22],[@RSTB20160005C26]\]. Clearly, the presented stimuli that were saliently detected as the forthcoming PM target had significant meanings that were distinct from other stimuli for the 2-back task. This may be interpreted as the readiness state for executing subsequently required actions following PM target detection. It may be regarded as a type of preparatory attentional process, which was observed as increased autonomic responses measured as accelerated cardiac reactivity. According to the two-component process model of PM, one component is defined as the process of noticing the stimulus, which is considered to be based on familiarity and cue sensitivity to the PM target, and the other component is defined as the process of a directed memory search based on the noticing process \[[@RSTB20160005C1],[@RSTB20160005C28],[@RSTB20160005C56]\]. Our data suggest that cardiac reactivity was sufficiently triggered by only the former component, because no target was present for a directed memory search in the known condition. This finding is consistent with a previous psychophysiological study of PM using SCR \[[@RSTB20160005C28]\], which showed that autonomic sympathetic activities were driven by the 'noticing' component of PM.

It is possible to argue that individuals with higher levels of stress exhibit higher autonomic reactivity. The Zeigarnik effect is likely to have an impact on PM performance because psychological stress is typically experienced when sustaining a delayed intention \[[@RSTB20160005C25]\]. In the first session of this study, we experimentally manipulated the levels of pre-knowledge about future intentions. Our data suggest that more specific information about future intentions could elicit greater levels of psychophysiological stress. However, it remains unclear whether the change in cardiac activity reflects a stressed state caused by different instructions, rather than a reaction to PM target presentation. To clarify this point, a further experiment was conducted to compare cardiac reactivity elicited by PM target cues with that elicited by other cues in the 2-back working memory task. Increases in cardiac reactivity were unique to PM target cues (*F*~1,\ 19~ = 4.17, *p* ≤ 0.05). It is thus reasonable to support the notion that the accelerated cardiac reactivities were due to psychophysiological stress caused by the PM task component in this study.

As briefly discussed above, previous studies have argued on two distinct theoretical views of PM retrieval \[[@RSTB20160005C9]\]. The preparatory attentional and memory processes theory assumes that after forming the intention of an event-based PM task, initial preparatory attentional processes are directed at considering environmental events as potential targets for PM intention \[[@RSTB20160005C4],[@RSTB20160005C6],[@RSTB20160005C8]\]. Thus, PM retrieval only occurs when these preparatory attentional processes are engaged. On the other hand, the multiprocess theory assumes that the presence of a target event or cue spontaneously initiates retrieval of the PM intention from memory, even when no preparatory attentional processes are engaged \[[@RSTB20160005C9],[@RSTB20160005C57]\]. According to the multiprocess theory of PM, cue detection is achieved through a relatively automatic process that is driven by differences in the degree of familiarity between the PM cues and other stimuli \[[@RSTB20160005C56],[@RSTB20160005C58]\]. Although the present experiment was not designed to test the presence of a preparatory attentional process, the psychophysiological findings demonstrate that individuals with higher interoceptive perception had better PM task performance and individuals with higher PM performance had a more substantial increase in heart rate to PM target presentations, suggesting that changes in autonomic reactivity and interoceptive accuracy can mediate the relationship between detecting target cues and initiating the retrieval of PM intentions. Another concern which needs to be discussed is the distinction between focal and non-focal cue effects in PM \[[@RSTB20160005C59]\]. The retrieval process of PM is considered to be relatively spontaneous in tasks with focal cues (e.g. respond to the word 'tortoise') as opposed to non-focal cues (e.g. respond to the syllable 'tor') \[[@RSTB20160005C59],[@RSTB20160005C60]\]. Indeed, dementia-related decline was reported to be more robust in focal than non-focal PM \[[@RSTB20160005C61]\]. In this study, we adopted the five vowel letters as PM target cues, which is considered to be focal. The interpretation of our results on the significant correlations between PM performance and heart rate change or interoceptive accuracy should be limited as findings using focal cues. Interestingly, a recent meta-analysis of neuroimaging studies of PM found that different brain areas were involved as a function of PM cue focality \[[@RSTB20160005C11]\]. Further research will be needed to examine whether interoceptive accuracy has a similar role in non-focal cues, in which more attention-demanding monitoring strategies are required to support PM performance.

Identification of the psychophysiological and neural substrates of the preparatory processes, and exploration of the ongoing process with higher temporal resolution before and after target detection, could trigger a breakthrough in uncovering the mechanism of PM retrieval. To realize this idea, the combined method of psychophysiological and electrophysiological concurrent recordings would be helpful. Several studies on PM retrieval have reported consistent associations between several ERP components, reflecting the realization of delayed intentions in event-based PM tasks \[[@RSTB20160005C62]--[@RSTB20160005C65]\]. It would be more advantageous to apply the method of heartbeat-evoked brain potentials to understand the mechanisms by which afferent signals from the body have an impact on PM retrieval \[[@RSTB20160005C66]--[@RSTB20160005C68]\]. These multifaceted strategies will enhance our understanding of the underlying psychophysiological and neural mechanisms of PM retrieval.
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